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ABtl'rRACT 

23 ~ f 100 NMR ab;:;ol'ption in the .- jnsec state 0: Rh hGiLi been detec Led by 

anglllar con'E'1a.tionf3. employing the hyper fine fields of Rh in Fe and Ni.. 

Dependence of the resonance effect ' .. m rf power and polarizatiun of the hOf3t 

foil lJa~~ 'beell studied, The olx)crved lincwidtlJ as \vell as the power dependf',nc:e 

can be quali U.l.tiv<:dy undercltood by comparison vlith theoretical expectations. 

Evidence for Jocalized moments is found from the temperature variation of the 

resonance frequency. "1 lOOmR" 103 A posslb e 11 - Rh hyperfine anomaly is Ji~cusseJ. 

* This ''''Cl.d ,;upported by the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission. 
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Summer vi 8i tor ] q6t) , permanent adoress: Phystk-Department de!' Techni~;chen 

Hochschulc, Munich, Germany. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Perturbed angular correlations have been increasingly used for the deter

mination of magnetic hyper fine fields of'impurity atoms in ferromagnetic lattices.
l 

Most of the measurements have been carried out in a time-integral manner using 

nuclear states ~ith lifetimes shorter than a fe~ nanoseconds. The accuracy of 

such integral measurements is limited by the fact that only the product g·H f -,' T e 1 

can be obtained. Both the nuclear g-factor, g, and the lifetime, T, must be 

Imown with good accuracy in order to deduce the effective field, lfeff=iF~+iFint' 

~i th reasonable precision. Here lf~ is the external polarizing field and Ifint 

is defined as the sum of the hyperfine field, the demagnetization field, and 

the Lorentz field, ifint=lfhf-D~4rr/3 W. The accurate kno~ledge of l' is no 

longer required if it is sufficiently long to permit time-differential investi-

gat ions , ~hich measure the quantity g ·H
eff

. rrime-differential determinations 

of hyperfine fields have been carried out only ~ith the cases of 19J.i'2, 99Ru , 

and lllCd 3. The appHcability of this type of measurement is limited by the 

electronic time resolution and by the nuclear lifetime, ~hich provides a natural 

time vJindo~. 'rhus, very small or very large interaction frequenc ies cannot be 

observed time-diff"erenti,ally. Since hyperfine fields are usually fairly large, 

this const:i.tutes a severe practical limitation for this technique. At first 

glance, tlle 7ll-.S-keV fJtate in lOORh (T
l

/
2

:.::235 ns) 
4 

appears to IJe a favorable 

candidate for time-differential measurements. 'rhe large g-factor of this state 

( )
)+ 

g=2.15 ,ho~ever, gives even for Rh in Ni a precession time of 1.~) nscc for 

one wavelength ( ~' TL ~2rr{g'Heff'lliifi) -1), ~hich cannot be resolved with standard 

timing techniques. The spin rotation for Rh in Co or Fe ~ould be still faster, 
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and the question arises whether it is at all possible to measure large hyper-

fine interactions accurately with angular 'correlations. 

The realization that NMR-spectra and time-spectra of spin rotations 

are Fourier transforms of each other pOints toward a solution: a sufficient 

number of spin rotations has a well-defined frequency transform. This means, 

if the spin rotations can no longer be resolved in the time spectrum H should 

be possible to perform a resonance experiment, in which the large hyperfine 

field can be used to drive the resonance5. 

The possibility of an angular correlation-NMR experiment was suggested 
, 
o ' by Abragram and Pound and the first successful measurement of this type was 

carried out "lith the 74.8-keV state of lOORh in a nickel lattice? In this 

paper we give a more detailed report on further experiments and calculations 

involving angular correlati.on-NMR. 
100 

The resonance effect for Rh in Fe is 

discussed in Sec. II together with the power dependence and the magnetic 

satuxation behavior of the sample. In Sec. III a redetermil1a.tion of the 

. 100 
resonance for Rh in Ni is described. Section IV gives a brief theoretical 

outline of the resonance effect in angular correlations. A summary and future 

prospects of thIs method are discussed in Sec. V. 
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. . "'. " . . 
II. RHODIUM-IOO IN Fe 

The first experiment in which the large hyper fine field in a ferro-

magnetic lattice was used to achieve aresoliance destruction of an angular 

cOl'relati.on raised many questions which demanded further investigation of 

this effect. The following points are of interest: 

1. Expected magnitude of the resonance effect; 

2. Interpretation of the observed line width; 

3. Power dependence of the resonance effect; 

4. Favorable geometri.es. 

To solve these problems experiments were carried out with the 84-74.8 
. 100 . keY cascade 2n Rh, 'wlnch has a large positive anisotropy and whose inter-

4 
mediate state has a half-Ufe of 235 nsecand a g-factor of 2.15 The 

geometry for such a resonance experiment is shown in Fig. 1. The detectors 

were placed at 8=180°. A thin foil of the ferromagnetic material into which 

the activity had been diffused was mounted with its plane parallel to the dc 

field and to the (cotTlrnon)' axis 01' both detectors. 
I 

The polarizi.ng field, HO' 

applied parallel to thi.s axis insures, in saturation, a completely decoupled, 

unperturbed angular correlation. The rf-field) H{, has to be applied perpen

dicular both to the detector plane and. consequently, to H~. In all measure

ments described below 3"x3" NaI (Tl) detectors were used at a distance of 10 cm. 

Since the detectors do not resolve '11 and '12' both were taken together in the 

windmJ of each single channel. 

A ferromagnetic bost had been chosen to take advantage of the enhance-

ment factor that it provides for NMR absorption. For half-lives below 1 msec 
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this is necessary to meet the power requirement for this type of experiment 

unless one employs a more elaborate pulsed-rf technique. The amplitude enhance

ment of the externally applied rf field5 (valid for domains only), 

Hhf ' 
(l+-,-)Hl 

lid 

(1) 

indicates the advantage of large internal fields for NMR experiments. For the 

study of the resonance mechanism we therefore concentrated on 100Rh in Fe. 

Figure 2 shows the result of a 5·-hr frequency scan at room temperature, yield-

ing an interaction frequency of 882. 7±2.0 MHz. 

100 
Since all sources were prepared by electroplating Pd carrIer-free 

-4 8 
onto foils of about 10 cm thickness and subsequently diffusing the activity 

for at least 12 hrs at 950°C, we found it desirable to check the reproducibil-

ity of this procedlrre. The results obtained with three different sources, rf-

COils, and power levels are listed in Table I. The agreement among the tl~ee 

measurements is satisfactory and provides trust in the method used for source 

preparation. 

The questiOn of ';lhether the resonance is observed in walls or domajns 

can be answered by measuring the magnetic saturation behavior of the foil. In 

Fig. 3 the coincidence counting rate at 180° is sho-wn as a function of the 

polarizing field, both -without and -with rf-field (at resonance). The foil 

appears to be saturated at about 400 gauss in both cases. Th ff t . e resonance e ec , i.e., 

the difference bet-ween the two curves, is largest in the range near 200 gauss. 

We attribute the decrease of the resonant effect with field to the decreasing 
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enhancement factor (Eq. '(1)). In contrast to conventional NMR a clear 

differentiation between wall and domain resonances is impossible with the 

present technique. Diffusion, solution, or implantation processes do not 

discriminate against either walls or domains and the radioactive atoms are 

in all likelihood homogeneously distributed throughout the sample. Therefore, 

even at very small fields, one expects to see a net effect which originatE:s 

from nuclei both in walls and domains. However, we can establish in two inde-

pendent ways that the observed resonance takes place in domains: (1) The 

magnitude of the resonant effect is much too large to arise in 'vlalls. First, 

the nuclei in walls are randomly polarized and contribute to the angular corre-

• II·" 1 A II) 9 latJ.on onJ.y the hard core va_ ue, 2 - • At resonance this hard core is 

reduced by merely a 8mall fraction, due to the fact that only fevl nuclei happen 

to be oriented paral1el or antiparalle:L. to the observation direction of the 

( =.ri) , 100 ,,/rays. Second, only a small fraction :s 'j;o of the Eh nuclei are expected 

t~) be in walls if the 100pd parent is randomly distributed in the sample. How

ever :Large the amplitude of H{ may be, if the criterion H{ « He; is maintained, 

r 
and if HO is insuf~~~ient to sweep out the walls completely, then the amplitude 

of waH motion can be only of the order of the wall thickness, D, and only a 

fraction 't'J1 £, where £ if:; the domain width, of 100Rh nuclei can be affected. 

rest will add to the nonresonant background, and a wall resonance has tbus an 

upper ampJitude limit of "-'1/5 A2 (D/ £) « lojo. 

The 

(2) The survival of an effect after the foil is saturated is possible 

only for domain resonance, as the walls are gone. 
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The only well defined resonance i p obtained.- with a magnetically 

saturat~J. foil, free of walls. From thel1uclear point of view it is this 

domain resonance which is of interest since it allows us to measure the g-

factor directly by observing the linear relationship between resonance frequency 

and external field. 

At first sight the effects shown in Fig. 3 seem unduly small for a caGe 

with ~=O.175, but they are actualJy about as expected, in light of several 

geometrical factors. It is important to understand these factors because then 

by comparing theory wi th experiment we can decide unambiguously vJha t fraction 

of the radioactive nuclei In a specimen are actually contributlng to a given 

resonance. A rigorous theory is developed in Sec. IV. We can, however, get 

a general impresGion of the expected magnitudes of the effects shmm in F1.gs. 3 

and 4 (where the power dependence is shown) from simple considerati.ons. With 

I r 9 
HO=O and Hl=O we have the random fields case, and 

For-t-hts-cas·e-~(-Ghe-S{:li-:i=d-a-ng±e-correct-tonj-i-G-G78i)A2=G-;-J.!.T5J~r;[tJ-, -a;n-d--------

- r . 
W(7T) = 1.028. As Ho(directed along the "I-ray direction) is raised, W(7T) rises -to 

W (7T) = 1+L::~1\ 
k 

or '1.142, an increase of 11.1'%. The experimental .increase of 810 (:Fig. 3) is 

consistent with this if we remember that considerable scattering and absorption 
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takes place at the rf coil surrounding the source and at the~associated 

magnetic field coil (see Fig. 1). -On application of the rf field at resonance, W(n) should drop from 

1+Q
2
A2 to the "bard-core" value 1+1/4 ~A2 (Sec.IV), In this caE;e by 9.)'%. 

AltllOllgh the hard-core was not completely reached, the observed decreaHe of' 

6.9% (Fig. 4) is consistent with this figure, considering that the decoupling 

effect, also was attenuated by about 3. 4%. 'J'he maxilrlwn power point (at 2.15 

volts) in Fig. 1+ corresponds to 100 watts. This seems to saturate tlle resonance. ---'l'he fact that tbis saturatj.on value is still well above W(Tr)==l coni'irms tile 

theoretical prediction of a hard-core value for this geometry (Sec. IV). 

The run "lith source no. 2 (displayed in F'J.g. 5) was judged to give 

tlle mcx;t l'ellable value of the frequency: it was used to evaluate t'ne hyper-

100 
fine field for Rh in Fe at room teluperature. With a g-factor of g=2.15 the 

field is 

538.010.6 kG 

From Fig. ~) it appears that the shape of the resonance is syrrunetric and there 

is no evidence for more than one magnetic site for the 100Rh. The ljne-\~ idtb 

is in all three cases large compared to the natlrral width 6\1=J/2IfT ~-::0.47 MHz, . N 

This point will he discussed in Sec. IV. 

Tlj(~ :3hift of the resonance due to the temperature dependence of the 

hyper fine field is also demonstrated in Fig. 5. The resonance at 'noK is 

shown in the lower part, and is compared to the data of ·tl1e-. upper' part \.,"l--.' nl-., <1I.L'-11 
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were observed at room temperature. Theresonauc,e 'frequency for 77°K is listed 

under run 4 in Table I. It leads to a hyper fine field of 

F.or Rh in iron the large frequency shift between 300 0 K and 77°K indicate::; 

that the magnetization of the Rh atom drops off about 1. 7 times as rapidly with 

increasing temperature as does the lattice magnetization. Such weak coupling 

10 
to the lattice is often interpreted as indicating a localized moment on the 

solute atom. The more complete data for 99Ru in nickel} suggest a localized 

moment for that case, therefore a similar behavior was E:7xpected for the nelghbor-

ing Rh in Fe. 

Our extrapolated value Hhf(Rh in Fe, OaK) = 559.6±0.6 kOE I'ears to 

. 11 
disagree w it h the value 543 kOe reported by Kontani and Itoh. However, we 

believe that this discrepancy is not real, but that it arises from a hyperf'ine 

anomaly. In future accurate comparisons of hyperfine fields obtained from 

different isotopes and excited states this factor will have to be considered 

-----,~i-t-ean-a±sG-be-used-tG-asGer-tai-n-what-f.r,.aG-t;kGn-GiE'-Hhf ar-i-ses-f.F-Gm-e-Gr-l-taG-t,--------

interaction). We, therefore correct for the anomaly by a method that has prove(l 

12 13 100 
successful before.' The apparent hyperfine fields obtained from Rh and 

103 12 Rh are related by 

~f (103) == H (100) l+E 103 
hf l+E IOO 

(2) 
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where E: - the fractional hyperfine-interaction reduction - may be calculated 

from published tables
14 

if assignments are available for the nuclear states. 

'I'he hyper-fine anomaly is defined as 

103 100 
I':,. 

1+E
103 

- 1 
l+E

lOO 

100 
, For this case the magnetlc moments of the 74.8-keV state of Rh and the 

103 ' 
ground state of Rh are believed to arise mostly from proton g9/2 and Pl/2 

110m 10q 
orbl tals, respectively. 1'his is also the case for the Ag -Ag pair, 

for which an anomaly of -3.,(±1.0% was esti,mated
l2

, and an anomaly of 110ml':,.109 

13 -2.5% observed . 1'here are several possible semi-empirical procedures for 

100 
estimating the anomaly 1'or th(~ Rh 

103 

of 1031':,.100.,::: -3% which leads to 

H (10~)) 
Ill' 

o 97H (100m) -- 'S4o kO • J-Ji' ,- - '- e, 

in very good agreement with experiment. 

Rh pair, all of which yield values 
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III. RHODIUM-100 IN N1 

The experiment with the 10~h in Nt source was performed to study 

further the resonance observed earlier in this alloy.7 The source was prepared 

lOORh' F t in the same way as for the ·1.n e measuremen s, by plating the carrier-

free 100pd activity on a Ni foil, approximately 10-
4 

cm thick. The diffusion 

was carried out at 915 Q C for 20 brs and thereafter at 975°C for 15 hrs. In 

the mounting ·of the source, provision was made for much better temperature 

control than in the earlier experiment. 7 

As shown in Fig. 6, it was possible to resolve the earlier-observed 

aSYUll'netry of the resonance into two lines of unequal intensity. The two 

resonances are centered arow1d 315.5 MHz and 334.2 MHz, corresponding to 

fields of 197.0 kG and 209.5 kG; The frequency shift between the 

main peak in Fig. 5 a.nd the one obtained earlier7 (322.5 MHz) is caused partly 

by the fact that the original value represents an average over the asymmetric 

resonance shape and partly by a temperature shift. In the first measurement 

the sample was probably at slightly higher than room temperature. The ampli

tude of the observed effect (1.8%) is identical 'with the earlier measured one 

in Fig. 2 of reY. 7; 

100 
Since the lines for Rh in Niare very broa.d and shallow this makes 

their study difficult. Two conclusions, however, seem to be justified. First, 

the Rh-atoms are located at two different magnetic sites with corresponding 

hyperfine fields of 197.0 kG and 209.5 kG. Second, a relaxation process is 

strongly indicated since the line width is about three times larger than for 

100 . 
the Rh 1.n Fe (compare with Fig. 5) which, as we show in Sec. IV, has about 
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the theoretically-expected line width. This relaxation process is probably 

associated with a localized moment on the rhodium atom in nickel, which vlOuld 

15 
make :-3pin-lattice relaxation anomalously fast. . 

However, a reliable interpretation can hardly be based on this one 

observation at room temperature only and the necessity of studying the behavior 

of the resonance as a function of both temperature and eA~ernal field is obvious. 

It a1so would be interesting to see vlhether the results obtained with 100Rh in 

103 
Ni can be reproduced by conventional NMR us ing Rh. This has to be done with an iso-

mass 
topically enriched even- / Ni-sample, however, since the resonance of naturally 

abundant nickel coincides wi.th the lower one of the two expected frequencies 

i ' 103Rh · N· 16 
or 1n 1 • 

IV. FORMALISM TO DESCRIBE ANGULAR CORRELATION-NMR 

100 
'r'he experi.mental results obtained for 11h 1n Fe raise the necessity 

to discuss briefIy .the theoretical expectations for line width, line shape and 

size of resonance effect. In the following the formalism leading to these 

predictions is derived only for a time-integral correlation function and the 

special geometry sketched in Fig. 1: 

(4) 

In the following we use the notation it
l 

and }fo for the effective ac- and dc

fields acting on the nuclear moment. 
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It is obvious that the detection of the resonance by an angular correla-

tion introduces an additional direction not encountered in conventional NMH 

experiments .As a consequence, the form of the resonance depends not only 

upon the angle betweenY
l 

and )'2 but also upon the relative orientations of lIO 

and Hl vii th respect to the detector plane. 

The formalism to describe the resonance destruction has to be developed 

from the general expression for a perturbed angular correlation. A y-ray cascaoe 

influenced by extranuclear fields and studied with detectors at angles (0 l' 

and «(';2' ¢2) with respect to the quantization axi.s can be descri.bed by tlie 

correlation function9 

\ .... NIN2 -1/2 N1* . N2 
L Ak (1)~ (2)Gk K [(2kl +l)(2k2+1)] Yk. (Ol'¢l)Yk (G2 ,<t2 ) 

k1k2 1 2 1 2 1 2 

NIN2 

with the usual defi.nition of A (1) and A (2). 'fhe time-integral perturbation 
-l~]. -~2 

factor is defined as 

.... N1N2 
,-

(_1)2I+ma+~ 
( I 

I kl) ! I I K2 !, 

[(2k +1)(2k +1)]1/2 L. I 
G 

I 

k1k2 1 2 rna~ 1 
til -m N1 \~' -fib N2 J 

ma'r~1 
a a '. 

The interaction Hamiltonlan is time-dependent and, if vie chose the qllanti.zati.on 

axis (z-axis) to be parallel to KO) has the form well-k.nown from NMR-theoryl"( 

J:{(t) I sin wt)] y 
18 

(5) 
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where "I = g.~/fl.,a~d gis the nuclear g~factpr •. · Instead of solving the 

integral, the time dependenceof}f(t) can be eliminated'by transforming to a 

coordinate 

along the 

system which rotates about Ho(z-axis) with frequency ro, 

x - axis we get a transformed· (ef~ective) Ha~ilton:LanI7 

J{' 

With 

(8 ) 

Thls transformation is described by the factor exp(+ iN2 wt) which has to be 

multiplied into the perturbation factor. 

The special choice of a geometry in which the z-axis (Ko) coincides 

with the emission direction of "11 (81=0° and 82=180 0
) leads to Pl =N2=O and, 

, 
consequently, ltl =m a a 

, 
and ~=~ • Thus, in this case the transformation into 

a rotating coordinate system affects only the interaction Hamiltonian, as the 

angular correlation function is invariant against rotations about the emission 

directlons of either "1
1 

or "1
2

' It follows that the time-integrated angular 

correlation influencp.d by a destructi ve rf~field according to Fig, 1 is 

described by 

with 

(10 ) 
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The "effective" Hamiltonian in the rotating frame (Eg.(8)) is not 

diagonal in the m-representation and has to be diagonalized by a. unitary 

tranD forma t 10n 9 

- (i/n) J:{ It U-1 
U e e 

-(i/n)Et (11) 

1 f E are the elgenvalues and (nl m) the corresponding eigenvectors of the 
n 

interaction Hamiltonian, J:{ I, tbe time-integral perturbation factor in Eg. (10) 

can be expressed in the form 

\"--

= [(2k
l
+l)(2k

2
+1)]J./2 ,L. 

ma~ 
n n l 

21 tnt, +m., (I I 
(-1) a lJ 

m -m 
a a 

kl) (I I k2) 

o m -m
b 

0 
m 

K .!i: 2 -1 
x (n 1m.) (n 1m> < n I 1mb) (n ' 1m,) (1+ [(E - F~ I h /b] } 

.LJ a ,1 nn 

(12) 

'fYds equat:ion j~j lJest solved 1JY nwnerical methods for a certain set of 

parameter~:: character is tic of the experimental conditions. 

,['he behavlor of the resonance J:s 11Iustrated in Figs. 7, (), and 9 for 

100 
a nuclear spin 1",2 'Which corre;}ponds to the Rh case. Figure '7 shows the 

resonance effect for -some realistlc V'dlues of the parameters rna, and 
,-----------------------------

Hl/l{C)~1O-3. Tl t' . f . i t l' t1. f t t1 t t" 1 1<3 nega "lVe lngn 0 mO' Ol'lg na es . rom de :ac "1a' .. he ca Cll-

latiow~ we.r:'Eo performed for one clrcular polarlzatlon dl.rectlon only (plus slgn 

1n Eg. (8)). It is apparent that the perturblng effect of the rf-fieJ.d vanish'"~i; 

for m ~~ - mO and HI/HO constant. Further, the effect is measurable only for 

1(1)0' I »11. For 100Rh in Fe at room temperature we have Im
o
' I::: 1. 9 x 103 whlch 

.... 00 3 
corresponds to G22 - 0.25 for a power level of iI/HO=lO- . 
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A notable feature of the resonance behavior for k=2 is that the line 

is split in t"lW minima, symmetric about the resonance frequency. In general, 

00 
the resonance of G

kk 
shows a ·fine structure consisting of k minima. This 

is a remarkable feature which is encountered always when the resonance is 

d,,;tected by means of an anisotropic radiation field. In conventional NMR. 

where the macroscopic susceptibility is measured this effect does not occur. 

Another consequence of the complc:x strw.:ture of the resonance is tbat the 

vJi.clth increases wi th increasing k for a fixed power level. 

It is now of i.nterest to see hovi the reGc.mance effect varies with rf-

ampli tude. Figure 8 8hmls the pO"..Ier dependence at resonance «(1)=-(1)0)' The 

most rernarY.able result of this figure is the occurrence of a "hard_core" 

value. Even for very large pO\~er levels the an1sotropy cannot bew1ped out 

completely but remains at a value of 

Analytical1y, the hard core value is given by the relation 

(13 ) 

and is independent of the nuclear spin, as expected for a purely magnetic 

1nteractjon.
19 

It should be noticed) however, that the "hard-.core" v'd.lue is a 

geometry effect and exists only for N2 =O terms. If N2fO, which happens for allY 

angle 8/-0°, 180
0

, UK factor exp(+ iN
2
tot) describing the rotating coordinate 
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system enters. This leads to a perturbation factor of the form 

(14) 

which clearly does not exhibit a hard- core behavior for large amplitudes 

HI (wI' » 1). The geometrical nature of the hard core effect has the consequence 

that it occurs only at the exaet reSOfrll1Ce frequency wo· Slightly to the left 

and right of Wo G~~ does become zero for a sufficiently large power level, as 

shown in Figs. 7 and 9· 

For maxi.mll."n power in Fig. 4 and a polarizing field of 400 G, an 
7 

experimental ratio of H/HO '::: 2 X 10-.J was achieved. From Fig. 8 it can be 

seen that this was close to saturation for Iw I~ 1.9 x 103 in agreement" with 
'0 

the experimental behavior in Fig. 4. 

t "h" d" " After the angular correlation is reduced ·0 its ar - core value, 

any increase in rf-amplitude merely results in a broadening of the resonance. 

This is demonstrated in Fig. 9. A comparison between the expected resonance 

width 6.y=w/wo andi;he natural line width f=:h/' is very interesting. For 

-----t"ne 75-ReV=reverorJ.ODR1'l"'Che natural wi.dth is f=0.47 MHz and correspondingly 

d7at(lOORh in Fe) = 5.3 x lO_lt It is obvious from Figs. 8 and 9 that in 

" 3 case of -(j) ,=10 a resonance width comparable to this natural line width can o 
o ( / -4 only be observed for G22 2 0.9 HI HO < 2·5 X 10 ), and the effect is very 

small. For a more practical size of the resonance effect the expected line 

width is considerably wider than the natural width. From Fig. 9 it can be seen 

/ 
-3 7 

that for HI HO=lO the theoretical width of the resonance is .6y==4 x 10-) or 
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t . -2 -2 
about '(. 5 'l:,~a , vlhile for H/HO==lO one finds 6y =4 x 10 corresponding to 

nflt 
75 '/::'y After saturation (hard- core) is reached, the only effect of a povler 

increase is a tremendous line broadening. 

Tl:1e fact that the li.ne width observed in angular correlation NMH 18 

for a.ny reasonably slzed effect far greater than the natural li.ne w1dth 

character1zes the basic dlfference between this techn1que and, e.g., M8ssbauer 

absorpt1on and conventional NlvIR measurements. While the latter two are pure 

energy measurements, tlle angular correlation lnvolves phase relatlons between 

t,vo successlve tram;itions. Perturbing interactions cause both a change of 

the enE,rgy of the i:;ystern and introduce new phase factors. Only in the limit 

of a vanishing Ilerturbation, if the phase factors are small, one approaches 

the natural line width, but J.arge phase factors lead to broad resonances 

unreJated to the natural width. 

V. SUMMARY 

"( 
Follovling the fjrst notice that NMR detection by angular correlations 

is poss1ble some fliither experimental results are reported in the present paper . 

• The theory was outlined briefly for the simplest geometry and a qualitative 

understanding of the data was reached. 

'rhe aCCl.lrCl.cy of angular correlation NMR is greatly superior to conven-

tiona1 PAC measurements. A search for possible candidates, however, shows 

that there are, in radioactive decays, only a few levels with proper half-lives 

suitable for this techni.que. Thus, in connection with angular correlations 
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from radioactive sources its importance will remain limited. The major applica

tion will be for isomeric states populated in nuclear reactions. 20 The genertd·· 

ly non-isotropic angular distribution of gamma rays emitted in tl1e decay of the 

product nuclei can be used to detect the resonance. 'rhe baslc formalism out-

Ilnecl above applies for angular distribution NMR as well. 
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. 100 
Table I. SUIllIl1.ary of resonance frequencies obtained for Rh in Fe with different 

sources and differeht power levels. 

source no temperature vR(MHz) . width effect average 
CK) (MHz) (%) power 

(watts) 

1 300 882. 7±2.0 "'7 3.8 80 

2 300 881. 'l±1.0 ,,-,6 2.5* 50 

7 
.J 300 883. ~J:l.3 ",8 0.8* 20 

4 77 912.5±1.0 "'7 2.1* 50 

* not corrected for accidental coincidences. 
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Figure captions 

Fig. 1. Sketch of the geometry of a resonance experiment with angular correla-

tions. 

Fig. 2. Resonance effect for 100Rh in Fe at room temperature (source no. 1 in 

Table I). Th'e polarizing field was 385 gauss and the average power was 80 

watts. 

Fig. 3. Saturation behavior of the foil as a function of the polarizing field 

witbout rf- field and with 100 watts power at resonance frequency. 

Fig. 4. Power dependence of the magnitude of the effect at resonance. 'l'he power 

range extends from 0 to 100 watts. 

Fig.). Resonance effect for lOORh in Fe at two different temperatures. The 

polarizing field was 100 gauss and the rf amplitude was about 1. 5- gauss. The 

data points are not corrected for accidental coincidences. 

Fig. 6. Resonance effect for lOORh in Ni at room temperature. Thepolarizing 

field was 450 gauss and tbe average power was 35 watts. 

Fig. 7. TYl-lical resonance curves for some realistic parameter s Hl/HO and iliO L 

in the case of a spin 1=2. 

Fig. 8. ...00 
Theoretical power dependence of the perturbation factors G

kk 
at re~~orw.dce . 

..... 00 
G22 is shown for two realistic values of iliOT . 

Fig. 9. Theoretical dependence of the shape of the resonance on the rf-amplitude. 
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